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ABSTRACT 

As part of Australian Rainfall and Runoff (ARR) 2019 a significant amount of effort has gone 

into developing regionally applicable samples of rainfall temporal patterns for use in flood 

modelling. However, these temporal patterns can create unrealistic space-time rainfall 

characteristics when combined with an independently constructed spatial pattern. ARR2019 

notes that “space-time patterns” may be a better representation of behaviour present in real 

storms. 

Space-time patterns can be constructed from historic rainfall events that have occurred over a 

catchment of interest. However, regional events are more likely to reflect the magnitude of 

extreme storms that are the focus of many design applications. There has been little research 

undertaken about how these storms should be transposed to the catchment of interest in a way 

that robustly represents the chance that the storm only partially covers the catchment. 

This paper outlines an approach to generate space time patterns of rainfall over a catchment 

of interest that considers the chance that the storm may not land directly on the catchment. By 

way of example, the approach is applied to Paradise Dam catchment in Queensland. The 

Stochastic Storm Transposition (SST) approach was used to construct rainfall frequency 

curves for the Paradise catchment for events up to an including the Probable Maximum 

Precipitation. Information from this method was then considered in reverse; that is, given a 

particular rainfall over the Paradise catchment, the relative chance that this depth was 

generated by a particular storm centring and spatial pattern was determined.  

Stochastically centred space-time patterns were found to result in similar modelled flood 

frequency curves to space-time patterns centred on the catchment. This indicates that 

transposing space-time patterns such that the centre of the storm is aligned with the centre of 

the catchment is sufficient to represent the variability of floods caused by large rainfall events. 

INTRODUCTION 

The prevailing method for design flood estimation in Australia involves generation of catchment 

specific rainfall information from a set of regionalised datasets. In this way design storms are a 

composition of design rainfall depths, areal reduction factors, temporal patterns and spatial patterns, 

all of which have been constructed independently. A limitation of this approach is that combining 

independently construct rainfall spatial and temporal patterns can result in rainfall space-time 
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characteristics that are not likely in reality (e.g., a short, intense rainfall burst being mixed with a 

spatially extensive storm). 

Australian Rainfall and Runoff (ARR) identifies rainfall “space-time patterns” (STPs) as a potentially 

more physically reasonable alternative to independent estimation of rainfall spatial and temporal 

characteristics (Jordan et. al. 2019). STPs differ in that the representation of both the spatial and 

temporal variability is constructed using information from the same storm.  

STPs can be constructed using large historic events that have occurred over a catchment. However, 

the rarity of these storms is constrained by the short length of the gauge record, which raises the 

question of how reflective these patterns are of extreme storms. Instead, the local gauged rainfall 

observations can be supplemented with regional events, within which large to extreme storms are 

more likely to be observed. 

A limitation associated with the use of regional storm STPs is that the patterns must be transposed to 

the catchment of interest. Conventionally, these patterns are often transposed such that the centre of 

the storm occurs over the centre of the catchment. In reality, however, material flooding can still 

occur when a storm only partially covers a catchment. Therefore, transposition of storms to the centre 

of the catchment limits the range of modelled spatial and temporal rainfall variability (and subsequent 

variability in flood response). Limited research has been undertaken about how this variability can 

best be represented. 

This paper outlines an approach for generation of STPs that considers the relative likelihood of 

different storm locations in and around a catchment of interest. This allowed for the influence of 

storm partial coverage on flood peak magnitudes to be tested. The approach was applied to the 

Paradise Dam catchment in Queensland (Figure 1). The catchment area is ~30,500 km². 

 

Figure 1. Location of the Paradise Dam catchment 

The basis for the transposition of the storm STPs is the Stochastic Storm Transposition (SST) method. 

The method was first used to derive a set of rainfall frequency curves for the Paradise catchment 

through transposition of regional storms from the Generalised Tropical Storm Method Revised 

(GTSMR) Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP) zone. The conditional likelihoods of different 

storm centrings for a particular Paradise catchment average depth were then used to inform the STPs 

used in the hydrologic model. 



 

 

STOCHASTIC STORM TRANSPOSITION 

Method of design rainfall frequency curve estimation 

Stochastic Storm Transposition (SST) is a method for derivation of extreme rainfall frequency curves. 

The method leverages extreme storm information from a meteorologically homogeneous region to 

“trade space for time” and estimate AEPs beyond what could be credibly extrapolated from 

information local to the catchment.  

SST has been applied to a number of large dam catchments in Australia (e.g., Nathan et. al. 2016; 

Lang et al, 2019). These recent applications have been based on the algorithm documented in (Agho 

2001). SST distinguishes between two probability components: 

▪ The marginal probability that a storm of a particular magnitude occurs somewhere in the 

meteorologically homogeneous region (“arrival probability”) 

▪ The conditional probability that the storm is located such that the catchment average depth 

exceeds the depth the AEP is being estimated for (“transposition probability”) 

Arrival probability 

For Paradise the homogeneous region was assessed to be the GTSMR PMP zone. Rainfalls were 

characterised using the Australian Water Availability Project (AWAP) gridded rainfall dataset. To 

ensure that rainfalls in the GTSMR PMP zone were meteorologically homogeneous they first had to 

be normalised (e.g., to remove the systematic variation due to topography). To do this the AWAP 

rainfall grids were divided by the 2% AEP design rainfall depths (BoM, 2016). 

Regional areal average annual maxima were identified from the normalised rainfall grids for storms of 

areas equal to 500, 1 000, 2 500, 5 000, 10 000, 20 000, 40 000 and 60 000 km². This sample therefore 

includes storms both smaller and larger than the catchment. The areal averages were calculated 

assuming elliptical storms, with a degree of eccentricity that matched the geometry of the Paradise 

catchment. Maxima were found for burst durations of one to five days. An example of the regional 

maxima is shown in Figure 2. The relatively uniform spread of maxima within the zone indicates that 

the normalisation has successfully resulted in a meteorologically homogeneous zone. 

 

Figure 2. Sample of 2-day, 20 000km² regional maxima in the GTSMR Coastal PMP zone 

Areal rainfall magnitude arrival probabilities were estimated through fitting Generalised Extreme 

Value (GEV) distributions by L-moments to the regional maxima. Because the samples for each 



 

 

combination of burst duration and storm area were used to fit the distributions independently the 

sample L-moments were smoothed to ensure that the GEV distributions were internally consistent 

(i.e., that the frequency curve tails did not cross for successive durations/areas). These GEV 

distributions are referred to as the “arrival distributions”. An example of these arrival distributions is 

shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Arrival distributions for the 2-day burst duration based on the GEV distribution 

fitted by L-Moments to regional annual maxima (normal probability scale x-axis) 

Transposition probability 

To prepare the regional storms for transposition each of the normalised rainfall grids were divided by 

the normalised areal average over the corresponding maximum ellipse (leaving a spatial pattern of 

relative rainfall depths).  

Transposition probability was estimated by transposing the storms to different combinations of storm 

location and rotation in and around the Paradise catchment. Under the assumed meteorological 

homogeneity of the region (achieved through normalisation) each of the storm locations and rotations 

can be assumed to be equally likely. 

The patterns of normalised rainfall depths were converted to absolute depths through multiplication 

by the corresponding 2% AEP design rainfalls at the Paradise catchment. The resultant catchment 

average rainfall spatial patterns were then calculated for each storm location and rotation (Figure 4). 

When these numbers are combined with a normalised storm magnitude from the arrival distributions 

this gives absolute catchment average storm depths.  

 

Figure 4. Catchment average absolute spatial patterns for an example storm. Each grid cell 

gives the average pattern over Paradise that results from centring the storm at that location 



 

 

 

Total Probability Theorem 

The Total Probability Theorem (TPT) was then used to evaluate the two probability components. 

Rainfall frequency curves were constructed for each regional storm individually, after which the 

collection of curves was combined to yield the final frequency curve.     

A stratified sampling approach was adopted to ensure that rare AEPs could be estimated in a 

computationally efficient way. The arrival distributions were discretised into a series of bins, and for 

each bin (and associated arriving storm magnitude) the chance of a range of threshold depths being 

exceeded was calculated. The final AEP for each threshold depth was the sum product of the width of 

each arrival probability bin and the conditional probability of exceedance within each bin (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5. Illustration of the TPT calculation (normal probability scale x-axis) 

SST results 

The rainfall frequency curve for the 2-day burst duration developed for Paradise is shown in Figure 6. 

Figure 6 also shows the curves considering each storm area sampled individually. Figure 7 shows the 

rainfall frequency curves for each regional storm in the 20 000 km² storm area sample. For context, 

both of these plots show the IFD design rainfall frequency curves with appropriate Areal Reduction 

Factors (ARFs) applied derived using standard ARR2019 procedures.  

It is shown in Figure 6 that the SST results are largely invariant with respect to storm area. This can 

be attributed to the fact that a lot of storms are present in multiple storm area samples. For instance, a 

storm with a large rainfall over 10 000 km² may also appear in the 5 000 km² and 20 000 km² 

samples. 

Conversely, there is significant variation in SST estimates of AEP between individual regional storms 

(Figure 7). For any particular depth the difference in AEP between storms can be over two orders of 

magnitude. This can be attributed to the fact that the different storms all have varying degrees of 

spatial variability and coherence.  



 

 

 

Figure 6. SST results for individual storm areas (2-day burst duration, normal probability scale 

x-axis) 

 

Figure 7. SST results for individual storms (20 000km² storm area, 2-day burst duration, 

normal probability scale x-axis) 

HYDROLOGIC MODELLING METHODOLOGY 

The hydrologic modelling was undertaken in RORB. Inflows into Paradise reservoir were here 

calculated solely for the purpose of comparing different spatial and temporal representations of 

rainfall, and should not be taken as representative inflows for design. 

The RORB models were run in a Monte Carlo configuration, with 20 000 runs undertaken per burst 



 

 

duration. In addition to random sampling of rainfall depths (informed by the SST results), initial loss 

and the space-time characteristics of rainfall were also randomly sampled. Initial loss was sampled 

from the distribution presented in (Nathan et. al. 2003). For the purposes of this study ARR2019 

regionalised losses were used as the median of the distribution in lieu of calibrated / verified losses. 

To demonstrate the effect of different approaches of representing the spatial and temporal 

characteristics of rainfall, three methods were conducted as part of this study: 

▪ “Separate” method: This approach uses spatial and temporal patterns that have been 

constructed separately. This is intended to reflect the most typically adopted guidance for 

extreme storm estimation from ARR2019. The temporal patterns used are from the GTSMR 

catalogue of extreme storms (BoM, 2004). For each run a pattern was randomly selected, with 

each pattern being equally likely. These temporal patterns are combined with a single spatial 

pattern derived from the GTSMR PMP method Topographic Adjustment Factor grid (BoM, 

2004). 

▪ “Simple STP” method: This approach uses a sample of space-time patterns that have been 

derived from regional storms (as described above) and transposed such that the centre of the 

storm is aligned with the centre of the catchment. This is consistent with one of the alternative 

approaches discussed in ARR2019 (Jordan et. al. 2019), and is more complex than the 

“Separate” method. The ten rarest regional storms were used for each burst duration. The 

storms have been rotated to maximise rainfall over the catchment. Each run in the Monte 

Carlo sample was assigned an STP at random, with each pattern taken to be equally likely.  

▪ “Stochastic STP” method: This approach utilises information from the SST estimation of 

design rainfall frequency curves to stochastically transpose storms to different locations in 

and around the Paradise catchment. This approach represents a more realistic range of storm 

placement and catchment partial coverage of rainfall when compared to the “Simple STP” 

approach. Specifics of this approach are detailed below. 

For both the “Simple STP” and “Stochastic STP” methods the daily gridded rainfalls had to be 

resampled at a sub-daily timestep. This was done through disaggregation using Thiessen Polygon 

assigned pluviograph data prior to the transposition of the storms. 

Identical losses are adopted between all three space-time pattern assumptions. In practice, differences 

in approach for space-time representations of rainfall may result in changes to losses rather than flow 

peaks and volumes. This is because the model may be verified to flood frequency analysis at 

streamflow gauges within the catchment. Additionally, no attempt has been made to apply embedded 

burst filtering to these storms (e.g., as per Scorah et. al. 2016). 

Stochastic STP method 

An incidental result of the application of SST is that there is detailed information available about the 

relative likelihoods of different storm spatial patterns and placements resulting in a particular depth 

over the Paradise catchment.  

The following approach was used to stochastically select the STP and storm placement for each run in 

the Monte Carlo sample: 

1) Randomly choose a rainfall depth from the combined rainfall frequency curve. 

2) Choose a storm area randomly based on the relative likelihoods of the selected rainfall depth 

(using the individual curves shown in Figure 6). 

3) Choose a regional storm randomly based on the relative likelihoods of the selected rainfall 

depth (using the individual curves for the selected storm area, such as those shown in Figure 

7). 

4) Evaluate the arrival AEP required to achieve the selected rainfall depth for all transposition 

locations and rotations of the selected storm (using the catchment average spatial pattern 

grids, such as those shown in Figure 4). 

5) Randomly select a transposition location and rotation in accordance with the relative 

differences in required arrival AEP. 



 

 

 

Figure 8 shows an illustration of the sampled STP centres for the two-day burst duration which cause 

the catchment average rainfall over Paradise to exceed 300mm.  

 

Figure 8. Count of sampled Stochastic STP storm centres at each location that result in two-day 

burst rainfall exceeding 300mm over Paradise catchment (~7 000 iterations exceeded 300mm) 

It is shown that storms are predominantly centred over the catchment, however a large number of 

centres are sampled around the catchment periphery and outside the catchment (i.e., partial coverage 

storms). This is consistent with the expectation that larger rainfalls occur when the storm centre and 

catchment centre are aligned (also seen in Figure 4). 

HYDROLOGIC MODELLING RESULTS 

Peak inflows 

The modelled inflows into Paradise Dam for burst durations of one to five days are shown in Figure 9 

to Figure 13.  

 

Figure 9. Peak inflow for one-day burst duration storms (normal probability scale x-axis) 



 

 

 

Figure 10. Peak inflow for two-day burst duration storms (normal probability scale x-axis) 

 

Figure 11. Peak inflow for three-day burst duration storms (normal probability scale x-axis) 

 

 

Figure 12. Peak inflow for four-day burst duration storms (normal probability scale x-axis) 



 

 

 

Figure 13. Peak inflow for five-day burst duration storms (normal probability scale x-axis) 

For all scenarios the “Separate” method resulted in the lowest peak flows, and the “Stochastic STP” 

results in the largest. The differences vary based on duration; for the one and two day bursts the 

“Simple STP” and “Stochastic STP” methods are largely identical, but for three to five days the 

“Stochastic STP” peaks are ~20% higher. Similarly, “Separate” peak flows decrease for increasing 

burst duration beyond two days, however peaks increase for the STP-based methods.  

Generally, the difference in peak flows is larger between the “Separate” and “Simple STP” methods 

than it is between the “Simple STP” and “Stochastic STP” methods. This is heartening, given the 

relative jumps in complexity between implementation of the three methods. 

As noted previously, no attempt was made to adjust losses for different spatial and temporal 

variability assumptions. Given that the “Simple STP” and “Stochastic STP” inflow frequency curves 

are largely parallel, it is expected that different losses would result in near-identical curves.  

Variability in peak inflows 

To examine the variability in two day burst peak flows resulting from the sampling of storm inputs the 

individual Monte Carlo iterations were plotted against rainfall AEP for each of the three scenarios 

(Figure 14 to Figure 16).  

The “Separate” method was found to produce the least variability in the Monte Carlo sample. The 

variability was relatively constant with respect to rainfall AEP. 

The “Simple STP” approach resulted in a broader range of inflows. However, many of the runs in the 

sample were grouped into “bands” associated with each of the STPs (i.e., the variability between runs 

with different STPs was much higher than the variability between runs with the same STP). This 

highlights that initial loss was not materially influencing peak flows for these runs. The variability 

increased for rarer AEPs. In particular, two STPs result in materially larger peak inflows than the rest 

of the sample (seen as the bands separated from the main point cloud). 

The “Stochastic STP” approach resulted in the greatest degree of variability of the three space-time 

approaches. No banding was present (unlike the “Simple STP” approach), indicating that estimates of 

inflow were variable even for runs with the same STP. The variability increased for rarer rainfall 

AEPs. This suggests that a much wider range of catchment responses are modelled in the “Stochastic 

STP” approach than in the other two methods. 



 

 

 

Figure 14. “Separate” method peak inflows for two-day bursts (plotted at rainfall AEP) 

 

Figure 15. “Simple STP” method peak inflows for two-day bursts (plotted at rainfall AEP) 

 

Figure 16. “Stochastic STP” method peak inflows for two-day bursts (plotted at rainfall AEP) 

Peak inflow volumes 

In addition to examination of peak inflows, peak inflow volumes were also considered. For the two 

day burst runs, the maximum one-, three- and five-day volume windows were extracted. These are 

shown in Figure 17 to Figure 19. 



 

 

 

Figure 17. 2-day burst peak inflow volume over one-day window 

 

Figure 18. 2-day burst peak inflow volume over three-day window 

 

Figure 19. 2-day burst peak inflow volume over five-day window 

For all three volume windows the “Simple STP” and “Stochastic STP” runs result in very similar 

volumes. The “Separate” method peak volume inflow is higher than the STP based methods for the 

one-day window, but is much less than the STP methods for the five-day window.  

As the “Separate” method is based on temporal patterns for burst rainfalls (rather than complete 

storms) the representation of pre-burst for the “Separate” approach is quite different to the STP based 

methods – the difference in five-day inflow volumes can be attributed to this.  



 

 

The one-day window, conversely, is correlated to the temporal pattern of the burst rainfall. The higher 

peak volumes for the “Separate” approach indicate that the two-day GTSMR temporal patterns are 

generally smoother than the effective temporal patterns of the two-day STPs. 

Whilst these findings are expected to hold for most commonly encountered catchment / streamflow 

network configurations, it is unclear how generalisable they are to irregularly arranged catchments. 

For instance, catchments comprising of multiple strongly defined and separated tributaries may have 

significantly different flood responses depending on the storm centring (e.g., a large flood response 

when the storm is centred over one particular tributary). In situations like these it would be anticipated 

that a more significant difference may be observed between the “Simple STP” and “Stochastic STP” 

approaches. Application to different catchments should be considered in future research. 

CONCLUSIONS 

An approach was developed to transpose regional storm STPs to the Paradise catchment such that the 

variability of flooding associated with different storm placements was represented. Whilst 

transposition of storms to the centre of the Paradise catchment resulted in the largest catchment 

average rainfall depths, storms that were centred on the edge of the catchment or outside the 

catchment were still found to generate material rainfall. 

Stochastic sampling of STP centrings was found to result in much greater variability within the 

sample of flow peaks than other tested representations of spatial and temporal variability. However, 

the difference in peak flow frequency curves was relatively subdued. It was found that shifting from 

independent spatial and temporal patterns to the catchment centred STPs yielded greater differences in 

flow peak and volume frequency curves than shifting from catchment centred STPs to stochastically 

centred STPs. 

This paper has focussed on the effect of storm centring on design inflow flood frequency curves. 

Future research may consider the impact on coincident flooding for hydraulic modelling and 

consequence assessment. 
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